Bob Goff once said, “We get to decide what we’ll
give to the world and what we’ll take from it. Love
big; pack light.” Along those lines, here are a few
things about my internship: I realized that what I
wanted to give to the world was more needed
than I knew, I took so much wisdom and love from
my trip, and I definitely did not pack light.
This summer, I have had the amazing opportunity to be the first intern of
Access Life. Going into this, I thought I would gain a few skills and
knowledge about what it takes to be in this type of ministry. However, it
quickly became more than a “few skills” when they offered to let me run
the registration line, manning many other tasks big and small. Their
generous hearts even let me come to Texas for the NTX 2019 Expo, where
I was hosted by the lovely Struffolinos and Dendys. Doug and Leanne
included me in every
detail that it takes to
run an expo and boy let
me tell you, it’s a lot.
Even with the crazy
venue change and lastminute switches, they
always had a smile on
their faces and knew
that God had it
covered.
Yes, I learned a lot of
business skills, made
connections, and
figured out what “10-4”
means on a walkie talkie, but most importantly, I gained confidence in
knowing that God is calling me to this type of ministry as well. I learned
that every “little” thing is huge and the love people have for one another
is great when you have God holding your hand along the way. I thank my
incredible hosts for your transparency and care, I thank Doug and Leanne
for the laughter and knowledge, but most importantly I thank God for
closing and opening doors, because it led me here. To the place where
you can fly in the sky and paint horses, no matter your disability.

Julia actually attended her first Access-Life Expo
in 2015 in East Tennessee and it is a joy to see
how God as grown her heart for folks living with
disabilities since. 

